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Abstract
Manuscript number 888 of the Collection of Arabic manuscripts of the Royal Monastery
of San Lorenzo of El Escorial (Spain) contains a small treatise composed by physician
and pharmacologist ʿĪsā b. Māssah al-Baṣrī (9th century). This work offers a detailed
description of different causal agents that originate the sexual impulse and its culmination,
the coitus. The treatise enumerates and interprets the physical factors that conform
man’s sexual response, which is viewed as a purely physiological process, as well as
the cultural and psychological factors that shape and modulate the sexual preferences
of each individual.
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Introduction
Al-Baṣrī (see Brockelmann 1937–42: vol. I, 232; al-Ġāfiqī 1932–40:
fasc. 1, 13; Leclerc 1961: vol. I, 296–97; Sezgin 1976–84: vol. III, 257–58;
Ullmann 1970: 122) was an important and well-known Iraqi physician and
pharmacologist who was born in Basra and lived during the 9th century. The
dates of his birth and death are unknown. There is no other information about
his life. The works of al-Baṣrī were quite extensive although only a small part of
them has come down to us. Their titles are known thanks to notes and comments
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alluding to them in some the writings of contemporary or later physicians and
pharmacologists (see Ibn Abī Uṣaybiʿa 1299/1882: vol. I, 184; al-Qifṭī 1903: 246).
Thus, we list below the works that are attributed to al-Baṣrī:
–
Kitāb fī Istiʿmāl al-ḥammām. This is a book that treats all aspects of
cleanliness and personal hygiene practices. It is not preserved.
–
Kitāb fī l-Faṣd wa-l-ḥiǧāma. This is a work dedicated to phlebotomy and
cupping. This treatise has been lost.
–
Kitāb al-Tadbīr. This is a treatise on the diet that should be adopted to
enjoy a healthy life. This work has not survived to our days.
–
Kitāb Quwwat al-aġḏiya. This is a work that describes the qualities and
the properties of food. This work is not preserved.
–
Kitāb al-Ǧimāʿ. This is the treatise we present below, and we have done
its Arabic edition and English translation.

Manuscript description of the Kitāb al-Ǧimāʿ
Manuscript number 888 from the Collection of Arabic Manuscripts of the
Royal Monastery of San Lorenzo of El Escorial in Madrid (Spain) is undated
and its provenance is unknown. It contains one hundred seventy paper folios
which have been written with black ink in oriental medium script and are
well-preserved1. The copyist is Abū l-Faraǧ ʿAbd Allāh al-Ṭayyib al-ʿIrāqī
(m. 1043–4/435) (see Brockelmann 1937–42: vol. I, 482 and suppl. I, 884;
Leclerc 1961: vol. I, 486). The verso folios contain catchwords. The manuscript
offers some marginal annotations and lacks illustrations.
This manuscript is a miscellaneous assemblage comprising fourteen works,
which are most of them very brief. Some of this works are fragmentary or
incomplete. Folio 2r it contains the general title of the miscellany and the name
of the copyist: Sentences and fruits of medicine and philosophy. The text of the
Kitāb al-Ǧimāʿ, a scientific work composed in the ninth century, occurs between
folios 149v and 156v. This text describes in detail the human body’s reactions
to sexual intercourse by expounding both the benefits and damages that sexual
practices have for people. It also offers recommendations as to what the most
appropriate moment for intercourse can be. The work also supplies information
about aphrodisiacs, sexually exciting situations, the reasons for homosexual
relations, the difference between man and animals as regards sex, and so forth.
In summary, this is a work that lists the relevance of sexual intercourse in
man’s life as well as the consequences, advantages and disadvantages that the
particular sexual behavior have for human beings.

1

Dimensions: 0.130 x 0.205. Written area: 0.090 X 0.160. Lines: 15.
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Arabic text

ǶƷǂǳ¦Ǻŧǂǳ¦ƅ¦Ƕǈƥ>Y@

ǾƥǪǴǠƬȇƢǷÂ¸ƢǸƴǳ¦ȆǧƨǇƢǷǺƥȄǈȈǠǳ¿Ȑǯ
Ȃºº ǇÂǂºº ǐƦǳ¦ǦǠºº ǔȇǾºº Ǘ¦ǂǧ¤À¢Ǿƫǂº ºǔǷÂǲºº ǈǼǳ¦Âƨºº ǠȈƦǘǳ¦śǰºº ǈƫÂ¶Ȑºº ƻȋ¦ǲȈȀºº ǈƫÂÀƾºº Ʀǳ¦Ǧºº ȈǨţ¸Ƣºº ǸŪ¦ƨºº ǠǨǼǷ
ǂǸǠǳ¦Â¨ȂǬǳ¦ÀƢǐǬǻÂÀȂǴǳ¦ŚǤƫÂ ¦ǂǸƬǇȏ¦
ƨººǳƾƬǠŭ¦ƨººǓƢȇǂǳ¦ƾººǠƥÂǽŚººǣǺººǷƶǴººǏ¢ǂƸººǈǳ¦ƪººǫÂÂ¹°ƢººǧȏÂƞººǴƬŲŚººǣÀƾººƦǳ¦ÀƢººǯÂƨººǠȈƦǘǳ¦ǾƬººǔƬǫ¦¦¯¤ǾººƫƢǫÂ¢®ȂººƳ¢Â
ǦȈǠºǔǳ¦ÂǾºƦǼšƺȈºǌǳ¦Â§ƢºǌǴǳÂǾºƦǗ°«¦Ǆºŭ¦°ƢºƷ¨ȂȀºǌǳ¦ƾȇƾºǋÀƢǯǺŭƶǴǐȇǾǳƢǸǠƬǇ¦ÂƨǠȈƦǘǳ¦ÄȂǬȇÂ¨°¦ǂū¦ƨƦǈǼǳ
«¦Ǆºŭ¦ ȂǇÂ¨ȂǬǴǳ¦§ƢƸǏ¢Â ¦ǂǨǐǳ¦§ƢƸǏ¢ÂǾƥǾǳ¨®ƢǟȏǺǷÂƨǼǗƢƦǳ¦ǾƟƢǔǟ¢ĿÂǾƫƾǠǷĿÅ¦®ǂƥȂǰǌȇǺǷÂǂǐƦǳ¦
ƨƳƢƷǮǳ¯ń¤ƪǟ®¦¯¤ʹǾǳƢǸǠƬǇȏ ƢƬǌǳ¦ĿǲȈǴǳ¦ÂǦȈǐǳ¦ǺǷƾȈƳ¢ǞȈƥǂǳ¦ǲǔǧÂǾǻȂƦǼƴƬȇ

Â¢ƨººƦǗ°Â¢¨°ƢººƷƨººȇǀǣ¢¾ƢǸǠƬººǇ¦Â¾Ȃº ǐǨǳ¦ĿƨººǳƾƬǠǷƨƥǂº ǌƥÀƾººƦǳ¦ƨº ȈǬǼƫ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ȄººǴǟÄȂººǬƫŖººǳ¦ ƢȈººǋȋ¦>U@
ŚƳǂººŪ¦ÂǞººǼǠǼǳ¦ÂőǴǳƢººƥȂººƦǘŭ¦±°ȋ¦ÂŚǧƢººǐǠǳ¦Â¨°Ǆº Ʀŭ¦§ȂººƦū¦Â©¯¦Ȃº ū¦ÂǒȈººƦǳ¦ƨººƴǟÂ©ƢƳƢƥƾȈǨººǇȏƢǯƢººǸȀǠǸƬů
¾¦ƾºƬǟƢƥ¿ƢºǸū¦¾ƢǸǠƬºǇ¦ÂȄºǈȈǴǷȍ¦ÀƢºǷǂǳ¦ÂȆǷƢºǌǳ¦¬ƢºǨƬǳƢƥǾºȈǴǟǲºǬǼƬȇÄǀǳ¦ňƢŹǂǳ¦ĿƢǐǳ¦ǪȈǫǂǳ¦§¦ǂǌǳ¦ÂǎǸū¦Â
¸ƢǸŪ¦ǦǠǔƫǽǀǿ®¦ƾǓ¢ÂǽƢƦǳ¦ƨȇÂ®¢Âƨȇǀǣ¢ǺǷǮǳ¯ŚǣÂ
ÀƢºǨǨŸśººǳÂȋ¦À¢͵ǲǨººǇ¢ń¤¿ƢººǼȇǺººǷ¨ǂǛƢº
 ºǼǳ¦¾ÂǄºǻÂ ¼Ȃººǧń¤©ȂºŻǺººǷÂ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ǲǸǠƬºǈȇǺººǷ¨ǂǛƢº
 ºǼǳ¦¸ƢººǨƫ°¦ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ƢȀƴǼǌƫǆƦȈǳ¦Â§Ƣǐǟȋ¦ȆƻǂƫƨƥȂǗǂǳ¦ÂǽƚǴŻÂ¹ƢǷƾǳ¦ƤǗǂȇ¿ȂǼǳ¦ÂśǠǳ¦ǲǏ¢ȂǿÄǀǳ¦¹ƢǷƾǳ¦
ƢºǷ¢ÅƢºǠȈŦƢºǸȀȈǧ¬Âǂºǳ¦ƨºǴǬǳȆºǿͶǶǿ°Ƣǐƥ¢ǦǠǔƫǾǻȂǴǸǠƬǈȇȏǺȇǀǳ¦ÀƢȈǐŬ¦ÂÅ¦Śưǯ¸ƢǸŪ¦ÀȂǴǸǠƬǈȇǺȇǀǳ¦ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
°Ƣū¦ƨǴǫÂ®ŐǳƢǧ>Y@ň¦Ȃưǳ¦ÂǆƦȈǳƢǧ¾Âȋ¦
©ƢºȈǨȈǰǳ¦Ŀ¨ƾºǴŪ¦¾¦ƾºƬǟ¦Â°Ƣºū¦°ƢºǈƬƥ¦¿ȐƬºƷȏ¦ƾºǼǟǾºƬǻƢǟǂǠºǋƪƦǼȇ©Ƣǻ¦ȂȈū¦ǂƟƢǇśƥǺǷÀƢǈǻȍ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ǾºȈǧƨǴºǔǨǳ¦»ǂºǐƬƫƢºǷǾºǼǷÂǽŚºǣÂǮǸºǈǳƢǯǾºƫƾǴƳƨƥȐºǐǳÅȐºǏ¢ǂǠºǋǾºǳƪƦǼȇȏƢǷǾǼǸǧ©Ƣǻ¦ȂȈū¦ȆǫƢƥƢǷƘǧǞƥ°ȋ¦
Ƣǿ¦ǂůÄǂŸƢǷÂȆǏƢȈǐǳ¦ÂÀÂǂǬǳƢǯǂǠǌǳ¦ǺǷǶǿ¢ń¤
Â®Őººǳ¦Ã¯ƘººƥƪººŭƘǧǽǀººǿ©®ǂººƥ¦¯¤Âǂǯǀººǳ¦ÂǶƷǂººǳ¦ǮǳǀººǯÂƨȈƦººǐǟǲººƳǂǳ¦ǲǨººǇ¢À¢¸ƢººǸŪ¦ǎǬǼººȇ ƢººǨū¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
řŭ¦ǶǔǿǺǷǞǼŻ®Őǳ¦Â¨ȂǬǳ¦ǦǠǔȇŃȋ¦Âͷ Ƣǔǟȋ¦ǮǴƫń¤Ńȋ¦ǲǬǼƬȇ

 ƢƬǌǳ¦ǲȈǳÂǦȈǐǳ¦ǺǷǾǳƢǸǠƬǇȏƾȈƳ¢ǞȈƥǂǳ¦ǲǐǧÂ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǲǨǇ¢ń¤¿ƢǼȇǺǷÄǂǛƢǻ¾ÂǂȇǺǷÂ¼Ȃǧń¤©ȂŻǺǷÂ¸ƢǸŪ¦ǲǸǠƬǈȇǺǷÄǂǛƢǻ¸ƢǨƫ°¦ĿƨǴǠǳ¦¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
Ƕǿ°Ƣǐƥ¢ǦǠǐȇǾǻȂǴǸǠƬǈȇȏǶǿ°Ƣǐƥ¢ÀƢȈǐū¦ÂÅ¦Śưǯ¸ƢǸŪ¦ÀȂǴǸǠƬǈȇǺȇǀǳ¦ĿƨǴǠǳ¦¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
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ǾººǼǷ¬Âǂººǳ¦ÂƤººǗǂǳ¦Â°Ƣººū¦ǲººƸǼȈǧǾººƳ¦ǄǷ¾¦ƾººƬǟ¦©Ƣººǻ¦ȂȈū¦ȆǫƢººƥǺººǷǂººưǯ¢¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƾººǼǟǦǠººǔȇÀƢººǈǻȍ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ǮǳǀººǯÂ·Ȑººǣ>U@©Ƣººǻ¦ȂȈū¦ȆǫƢººƥ¬¦Â°¢ÂǾººǼǷǲººƸǼȇƢººǷ«ÂǂººƻǲȀººǈȈǧƨººǨȈǘǳǾººȈǧ¨ƾººǴŪ¦ÀȋÂǽŚººǣǺººǷǂưǯƘººƥ
Ƣǿ®ȂǴƳÂƢēƢƥȂǗ°
ÀȋµƢººƦǬǻȏƢƥňƢººưǳ¦Â¶ƢººǈƦǻȏƢƥ¾Âȋ¦ÂǆƦȈǳƢººƥ Ƣººǔǟȋ¦ǎººǴǬƫƾººǼǟÂ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƾººǼǟÀȂººǰȇřººŭ¦¹¦ǂǨƬººǇ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ǂǐǠǳƢƥ¦ǀǿÂ¼ǂǘǳ¦¸Ƣǈƫ¦ÂǲƸǴƸƬǳƢƥǮǳ¯
ǺºǷƢºǷ¢ÂǮºǳ¯ǾºǠǨǼȈǧǾºǼǷ¹ǂǨƬºǈƫǪƦºǌǳ¦ÀƢºǯƢȀǴƳ¢ǺǷŖǳ¦ƨȇ¯ƚŭ¦¨®Ƣŭ¦À¢¸ƢǸŪ¦¾ƢǸǠƬǇ¦ǾǠǨǼȇǪƦǌǳ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ǾƥÃ¯ƘƬȈǧǾǻƾƥǺǷ ȆǋǲǴŢń¤Ä®ƚ ȇǾǳ¸ƢǸŪ¦¾ƢǸǠƬǇƢǧǪƦǌƥǆȈǳ
ƨºǻƢưŭ¦ƪºǻƢǯ¦¯¤¦ǀºŮÂǾºƳÂǂƻǂºǈǠǧřºŭ¦ƨºǳ¡ƪǫƢºǓȌƬºǷ¦¦¯¤ÀƾƦǳ¦À¢ǽƾǠƥǾǼǷǲȀǇ¢¿ƢǠǘǳ¦ǲƦǫ¸ƢǸŪ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ƾǰƥȏ¤¸ƢǸŪ¦ǶƬȇȏ¨ ȂǴŲ
Ƣººǔǟ¢Ȇº ǸŢ§Ȃººǯǂǳ¦ƾººǼǟª®Ƣººū¦½ƢǰǘººǏȏ¦À¢ǶǿŚººǣǺººǷ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ȄººǴǟÃȂººǫ¢§¦Âƾººǳ¦ÀȂººƦǯǂȇǺȇǀººǳ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
¸ƢǸŪ¦¨ȂȀǋÃȂǬƬǧƨƥȂǗ°ƢȀȈǳ¤§ǀšÂƢȀȈǧŖǳ¦ƨƥȂǗǂǳ¦ǶǔēÂǲǇƢǼƬǳ¦
ļȐºǳ¦Ä°¦ȂºŪ¦½¦ǀºǯÂ¿ȐƬºƷȏ¦ƾºǠƥƢºȀǼǷǀºǳ¢ÂƤºȈǗ¢¦ȂºǸǴƬŹÀ¢ǲºƦǫǶēǂºǌƥÂÀƢȈƦǐǳ¦ǶǧƨƸƟ¦°À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦>Y@
¦ÂŐºǯƢºǸǴǯÂƨºƦȈǗǾºƬƸƟ¦°ƨǨǐǳ¦ǽǀđÂ¾ƾǟ¢ǾƫȐǔǧÀȂǰƬǧ®ȂƳ¢ ¦ǀǤǳ¦ǶǔēȆȀǧǂưǯ¢ǶȀȈǧ¨°¦ǂū¦ÀȋǺǯ°ƾȇŃ
ǽǂºưǯÂƢºǿ¦ǂůÄǂŸƢǷÂ¶Ƣƥȉ¦ƨƸƟ¦ǂǯ¢®°¢Âǽǂǯ¢ƢȀƬƸƟ¦°ÀȂǰƬǧ¢®°¢©ȐǔǨǳ¦ƪǻƢǯÂǶǔŮ¦ƪǨǠǔǧ¨°¦ǂū¦ƪǨǠǓ
ǲºƼǴƼƬǳǂºȀǜƫƨºǻƢǠǳ¦Â¶Ƣºƥȉ¦ƨºƸƟ¦°ÂƢºȀȈǧǞºǨǻȋ¦Â ¦ǀºǤǳ¦ĿƨºǠǧƢǼǳ¦¨®Ƣºŭ¦ǦºȈǘǳǾǣ¦ǂǨƬºǇȏÀƾºƦǳ¦ƨºƸƟ¦°ƾºǈǨƫ¸ƢºǸŪ¦
¼ǂǠǳ¦¨ǂưǰǳƾǰǳ¦ƾǼǟͳͳ«¦Ǆŭ¦Ä°ÂǂŰĿ¿¦ƾǫȋ¦ĿÂƢǸȀȈǧ¨ƾǴŪ¦
ÀƢºǈǻȍ¦«¦ǄºǷÀȋ Ƣºŭ¦ĿǞǷƢºŸǮǸºǈǳ¦ÂǮǸºǈǳ¦ǺºǷÅƢºƳ¦ǄǷǂºƷ¢ȂºǿÂ Ƣŭ¦ĿǞǷƢŸÀ¢ǾǼǰŻȏÀƢǈǻȍ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ǾººǳƤººǇƢǼǷ>U@ ƢººŭƢǧǮǸººǈǳ¦ƢººǷƘǧǾººƫ°¦ǂƷƪǨǠººǓ¢ÂǾººƫ®ǂƥÂǾººƫƾŦřººŭ¦ǞººǓȂǷȄººǴǟ¨®ÂŐººǳ¦ƪǳȂƬººǇ¦¦¯Ɯººǧ°ƢººƷ
ȄººǴǟƨººǜȈǴǤǳ¦ƨǴººǔǨǳ¦°ƢººȈƬƻȏȆººǿ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƾººǼǟƨººƯ®Ƣū¦¨ǀººǴǳ¦Â Ƣººŭ¦Ŀ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ǲǸǠƬººǈȇ½¦ǀººǴǧǾººȈǧǲººǠǨȇȏ Ƣººŭ¦¨®ÂŐººǧ


ǮǴƫń¤Ńȋ¦Â®Őǳ¦Ã®ƢƥƪŭƘǧ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǂưǯƘƥ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
¦Ȃǯ°ƾȇŃǺȇǀǳ¦Ä°¦ȂŪ¦¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ÀȂǰȈǧ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ƨǨǐǳ¦ǽǀđƢǷÂ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǽǂǯ¢ƢȀƬƸƟ¦°ÀȂǰȈǧÀȂǰȈǧ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
«¦Ǆŭ¦Ä°ÂǂƄ¦Ŀ¿ƾǬǳ¦śƥÂ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
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Ŗºǳ¦ƨºŹǂǳ¦
 ÂƨºǜȈǴǤǳ¦ƨǴºǔǨǳ¦ǮºǴƫ¹¦ǂǨƬºǇ¦ǲºƳȋȆºǿ¸ƢºǸŪ¦ƤºȈǬǟ¨®ȂºƳȂŭ¦ƨºƷ¦ǂǳ¦ÂƢºŮƨƦºǇƢǼǷÀȂǰƫÂ ƨȈǈǸǴǳ¦ƨǇƢū¦
ƨȇ¯ƚǷƪǻƢǯ
ĿǞºǨǼȇȂºǿÂ®°Ƣº ƥǾºǼǷÂŁƢŭ¦ȂǿÂ°ƢƷǾǼǷǶǤǴƦǳ¦À¢ƢȀǔǠƥĿƾȇǄȇÂǶǤǴƦǳ¦µ¦ǂǷ¢ǒǠƥǺǷǎǬǼȇ¸ƢǸŪ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ǾƴǔǼƫƪǻƢǯŖǳ¦¨°¦ǂū¦ǦǠǔȇǾǻȋ®°ƢƦǳ¦ĿǂǔȇÂ°Ƣū¦¹¦ǂǨƬǇ¦
ǦºƴȈǧ ƢºǠǷȋ¦ÂǺǘƦºǳ¦ĿŖºǳ¦ƨǴºǔǨǳ¦ƨºƥȂǗ°ǦºǌǼȈǧÀƾƦǳ¦ȄǴǟƨȈǳȂƬǈŭ¦ƨǻȂƼǈǴǳƨǠȈƦǘǳ¦ǲǬǠȇ¸ƢǸŪ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
¾ȂƦǳ¦°ƾȇÂǲǨưǳ¦
ƢºŶ¤ÂǞƦǘǳƢºƥ¨®°ƢºƥƨȈƦºǐǠǳ¦ Ƣºǔǟȋ¦ÂƨȈƦºǐǟ Ƣºǔǟȋ¦ǽǀºǿÀ¢řºŭ¦©ȏ¡ÂÅ¦ƾȇƾºǋÅ¦®ǂºƥ»ȂºŪ¦®Őºȇ¸ƢºǸŪ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
Ƣǿ®ǂƥ®¦±ǽǀǿ>Y@ƪǣǂǨƬǇ¦¦¯ƜǧƤǗǂǳ¦Â°ƢūƢƥǺƼǈƫ
ǺººǟÀȂººǰȇÀƾºƦǳ¦ĿȆǴººǏȋ¦ǂǠºǌǳ¦À¢ÀƾººƦǳ¦ǞºȈŦÂƨººȈƸǴǳ¦ǂǠººǋǂºưǰȇÂ°ƢǨºǋȋ¦Â²¢ǂºǳ¦ǂǠººǋǲºǴǬȇ¸ƢººǸŪ¦À¢ĿƨºǴǠǳ¦
Äǀºǳ¦ǂǠºǌǴǳ¨ƾºǳȂŭ¦ǽǀºǿÃȂºǬƫƨºǴȈƻƾǳ¦¨°¦ǂºū¦ÂÀƾºƦǳ¦ǺºǷǲºǴƸƬȇƢºŠ¸ƢǸŪ¦ǺǟǦǠǔƫǽǀǿÂƨȈǴǏȋ¦ƨȈǠȈƦǘǴǳ¨°¦ǂū¦
¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƪººǫÂĿÂǞƦǘǳƢººƥ¨°¦ǂº ū¦ƨººǴȈǴǫǽǀººǿÀȋƨȈƦººǐǠǳ¦ Ƣººǔǟȋ¦ĿƨººǏƢƻÂ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƾººǼǟǂººưǰȇ¦ǀººȀǴǧƾººǠƥǺººǷÀȂººǰȇ
ƨȈǠȈƦǘƥƪǈȈǳŖǳ¦ÃȂǬƫÂƨȇǄȇǂǤǳ¦Ƣē°¦ǂƷǦǠǔƫ
Ä°ƢºůÀȋÂǂƫȂºƬȇƨºǯǂū¦ǽǀºȀǴǧƤȈºǔǬǳ¦ǶƷƾºƫƨºǻƢưŭ¦À¢ǶŮ¦Ǆºǻ¤ƚºǘƦȇÂÅ¦ŚºưǯÀȂºǜǠǼȇ¾ȂºƥǶȀƬǻƢºưǷĿǺȇǀǳ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
¾¦Ǆǻȍ¦ƚǘƦȇƢǷǪȈǔƫ¾¦Ǆǻȍ¦
ÀƢººǰŭ¦ĿƨººǯǂƄ¦¨ȂǬǳƢººƥƪººǫȂǳ¦ĿǲººǇ°¢Ǫººǧ¦Ȃŭ¦ÂǀººȇǀǴǳ¦½°®¢¦¯¤ǆºū¦À¢ǚǠǼººȇ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ǂººǯ¯ƾººǼǟÀƢººǈǻȍ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
§¦ǀººƬƳ¦ĿȂººǔǠǳ¦½ǂººƸȈǳÀƢººǰŭ¦ĿƨººǯǂƄ¦ǂººǰǨǳ¦Ʋǟǂººƥ©ȂººǐǻÀ¢Ƣººǻ®°¢>U@¦ǀººǰǿÂǾƬƦººǐǻÂȂººǔǠǳ¦ƪº ƴǟ°Ƣǧ
ƢºǼǸǧƞºǴƬŻÅƢºƦȈǗÅƢƠȈºǋƢºǻǂǯ¯ƢºǷ¦¯¤ÂƤºǐǠǳ¦ƨºǯǂƷ½ǂºƸƬƫ ȆºǋǺǷƢǼŭ¢ƢǷ¦¯¤ƨǴǠǳ¦ǽǀȀǴǧƪȇȂǐƬǳ¦ǶƬȇǾƥÄǀǳ¦ ¦ȂŮ¦
ǞºǷǀºǨǼƫǽǀºǿÂǂǯǀºǳ¦ Ƣºǔǟ¢ń¤ÀƢºǰŭ¦ĿǮºȇǂƸƬǳ¦¨ȂºǫƨºǠȈƦǘǳ¦ǲǇǂƫǽƢǻƾǿƢǋÂ¸ƢǸŪ¦ǂǯǀƥƢǼǠũƢǷ¦¯¤¦ǀǰǿÂÅƢǬȇ°
ƤǐƬǼȈǧřŭ¦§ƢƦǐǻ¦ǲȀǈȇÂƤǐƬǼȈǧƤȈǔǬǳ¦¿ǂƷƢđƞǴƬǸȈǧ¬Â°
ǲºǬưȈǧÅƢºǷ®©ȌƬºǷ¦©ǂƫȂºƫ¦¯¤¼ÂǂºǠǳ¦ÀȋƨºǨȈǨƻȆºǿÂƶȇǂºǳ¦ǺǷǮǳ¯ÀƢǯÀ¢Â·ƢǠǻȏ¦ƾǼǟǲǬưȇƤȈǔǬǳ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ƤȈǔǬǳ¦

ƢǠŭ¦Â¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ƤǗǂǳ¦¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
¹ǂǨƬǇ¦¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
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Ƣººǔǟ¢Â«°Ƣºƻń¤®ƾºƦƫǦȈºǐǳ¦Ŀ¨°¦ǂºū¦À¢ ƢƬººǌǳ¦Ŀ ƢºǈǼǳ¦ÂÅƢǨȈºǏǶȀȈººǧ¸ƢºǸŪ¦¨ȂȀºǋÃȂºǬƫ¾ƢºƳǂǳ¦À¢ĿƨºǴǠǳ¦
ƮºȈŞ>Y@ǲºǠǨǳ¦ÃȂǬȈǧǲƻ¦® ƢǈǼǳ¦ĿƾȈǳȂƬǳ¦ Ƣǔǟ¢Âǲƻ¦®ń¤ǺǸǰƫ ƢƬǌǳ¦ĿÂ«°ƢƻǺǷ¾ƢƳǂǳ¦ĿƾȈǳȂƬǳ¦
ǦȈºǐǳ¦ĿǶȀȈºǴǟƤºǴǤƫǾºǈƦȇÂ «¦Ǆºŭ¦Â°ÂǂºŰǺȇǀºǳ¦¾ƢºƳǂǳ¦ÀȋǮºǳ¯ƾºǔƥǂǷȋƢºǧ¨°Ƣºū¦®ȐƦºǳ¦ĿƢºǷ¢Â¨°¦ǂºū¦ÃȂǬƫ
¦ȂºŮ¦®ǂºƥÂǶȀºǇȂƦȇÂǶē°¦ǂºƷ«¦ǄƬǷƢºƥǶŮƾºǠȇ ƢƬǌǳ¦ÂǶȀȈǧřŭ¦¨®ƢǷǦšÂǶǿ¦ȂǫǦǠǔƬǧǆƦȈǳ¦Â¨°¦ǂū¦ǺǷ«¦Ǆŭ¦ ȂǇ
ǦȈǐǳ¦ĿǺǳƾǠƬȇǮǳ¯ƾǔƥ ƢǈǼǳ¦ÂǶȀȈǧƶȇǂǳ¦
 Âřŭ¦¨®ƢǷǂưǰƬǧǾƬƥȂǗ°Â
À¢ȂººǿÅƢº ǠȈŦÀ¦ǂº Ƿȋ¦ǶȀººǔǠƥÂǶǿŚººǤƥǶȀƦǯǂººȇÀ¢ÀÂǂƯƚººȇǶȀººǔǠƥÂǶǿŚººǣ¦Ȃº ƦǯǂȇÀ¢ÀÂǂƯƚººȇ°Ȃǯǀººǳ¦ǒººǠƥÀ¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ǶǿŚººǣ¦ȂºƦǯǂȇÀ¢ÀȂººƦŹ ȏƚººǿÂǶȀǟƢººƦǗƢººȀƦƳȂȇǺȇǀººǳ¦ǶººǿÅƢº ǠƦǗǶȀȈººǧȆººǿǺȇǀº ǳƢǧ¨®¦°¤ÂÅƢº ǠƦǗÀȂººǰƫƨººȈǟƢǸŪ¦¨ȂȀººǌǳ¦
ǶǿŚºǤƥÂ¢ǶºđƢºȀǴǠǨȇǶǿŚºǣ¦ÂǂºȇÂƢĔȂƴºǋÂƢȀưȇƾºƷ¦ȂǠǸºǈȇÀƘºƥƢŮÀȂǴƸȈǧ¨®¦°ƜƥƢĔÂǂƯƚȇǦǠǓƢȀȈǧǶȀǟƢƦǗǺȇǀǳ¦Â
ƤººǯǂȇÀ¢ÀƢººǈǻȍ¦ƤºŹƢººǷÅ¦ŚºưǯÂǮººǳ¯ĿśǳƢººū¦ȂǘººǇȂƬǷǶººȀǧÅƢºǠȈŦǺȇǂºǷȋ¦ÀÂǂƯƚººȇǺȇǀºǳ¦ÂǶǿȂȀººǋǮǳǀººƥ¦ȂºȀǼȈǧ
ƢºǈǼǳƢǯ®Őºǳ¦ǾºȈǴǟƤºǴǤȇňƢºưǳ¦ÂƨºƥȂǗ°Â¨°¦ǂƷÃȂǫ¢¾Âȋ¦ǦǼǐǳ¦ÂÀƢƥǞƦǗ¨®ƢǠǳƢǧƢƦǐǳ¦ĿǾǳ>U@©ǂƳ¨®ƢǠǳ
śǳƢū¦ȂǘǇȂƬǷƮǳƢưǳ¦Â
ǲººǯȋƢǯǒººǠƥǺººǷǶȀººǔǠƥǲººƴźȏÂ¨ǂǿƢººǛ¸ƢººǸŪ¦Â¨ǂººǋƢƦŭ¦ÃȂººǇƢººȀǴǯ²¦Ȃº ū¦©¦ǀººǳÀȂǴǸǠƬººǈȇ²ƢººǼǳ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ƢŮƢǸǠƬººǇ¦ƾººǼǟƾººǬǨƫ¨ȂȀººǋǲººǯÀ¢ȂººǿǒººǠƥǺººǷǶȀººǔǠƥǲººƴź¸ƢººǸŪ¦¨ǂººǋƢƦǷĿ¸ƢǸººǈǳ¦ÂǶººǌǳ¦ÂǂººǜǼǳ¦Â§ǂººǌǳ¦Â
ȆºǴǬǠǳ¦ǾȇȂºǌƬǳ¦¾ƢºƷȄºǴǟǶǿÂǂºȇȐƠºǳǶǿŚºǣ¿ƢºǷ¢ƢºȀǴǠǧ²ƢºǼǳ¦ǂƯƚºȇȏǾºƥƨºǏƢŬ¦ÀƢºǈǻȍ¦¨°ȂºǏǲºǬǠǳ¦ÂȆǴǬǠǳ¦ǄȈȈǸƬǳ¦
Ãǂºº ȇ¦ǀºº ŮÂƢºº ȀǴǠǧƾºº Ǽǟǒºº ǠƥǺºº ǷǶȀºº ǔǠƥŗº ǈȇȐººǧǽǄºº ȈȈŤǲºº ǘƦȇȏÂƢºº ȀǴǠǧƾºº Ǽǟǲºº ǬǠǳ¦ǲǿǀºº ȇȏŖºº ǳ¦©¦ȂȀºº ǌǳ¦ƢººǷƘǧ
Ƕđ¦ÂǄǼǗ²ƢǼǳ¦ǶǿƾǿƢǋ¦¯¤Â²ƢǼǳ¦ǺǷÀÂŗǈƬȇÃ°Ƣǰǈǳ¦
¦ÂŐººǏ>Y@À¤Â¸ƢººǸŪ¦ǺººǟŐººǐǳ¦ǶȀǼººǰŻȏƨººƥȂǗǂǳ¦Â¨°¦ǂºū¦ǶȀȈººǧƾººȈǳȂƬǳ¦ Ƣººǔǟ¢ȄººǴǟƤººǴǤƫǺȇǀººǳ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ǆǨǼǳ¦¼Ȑƻ¢ÂÀƾƦǳ¦«¦ǄǷ©ƾǈǧ¢Â¨ŚưǯÅƢǓ¦ǂǷ¢©ƾǳÂÂƪǼǨǟ©ǂưǯ¦¯¤¨®Ƣŭ¦ǽǀǿÀ¤ǶđǂǓ¢
¨°¦ǂº ƷǺººǷÀȂººǰȇ¸ƢººǸŪ¦Â¸ƢººǸƴǴǳ¨ȂȀººǌǳ¦¦Â®ƾººǋƨº ǇȂƦȈǳ¦Â®Őººǳ¦ǶȀȈººǴǟƤººǳƢǤǳ¦Â ¦®Ȃººǈǳ¦¨ǂººŭ¦§ƢƸººǏ¢À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ǶĔ¦ƾººƥ¢Ǧº ţ¦ǀººŮÂƢººȀƳÂǂşÀȂŹŗººǈȈǧ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ƨº ǯǂŞ«ǂººţÂǶȀȈººǧƾººǳȂƬƫŖººǳ¦ƨººǜȈǴǤǳ¦ƨººƼǧƢǼǳ¦ƶȇǂº ǳ¦ǲººƳȋȆººǿƨººƥȂǗ°Â
ǽ®ȂºǈƫÂ¬Âǂºǳ¦°ƾºǰƫÂȆºǬƫǂƫƪºǻƢǯŖºǳ¦©¦°ƢƼƦǳ¦ÀȋǶȀǫȐƻ¢ǆǴǈƫƢŶ¤ÂǶȀǫȐƻ¢ǆǴǈƫÂ ƢȀǼǷƨǴǔǨǳ¦ǽǀǿ«ÂǂŬ



ƢƬǋ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǾȈǈƥƢȇ«¦Ǆŭ¦Â°ÂǂŰ¾ƢƳǂǳ¦Àȋ¶Ȃ ǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
¾Ƣū¦¦ȂǘǇȂƬŭ¦ǶȀǧ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
śǳƢū¦śǘǇȂƬǷƮǳƢưǳ¦Â¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
¦Âƾȇƾǋ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
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ŚºưȇÄǀºǳ¦ÀȋƨȈƦºǐǠǳ¦ƪǨǠºǓƢȀǷ¦ƾºǫ¾ƾºŵ¦ÂǲºǬǠǳ¦ƢºȀǟƢǗ¢ÂƪºƦǴǣ¦¯¤¨ȂȀǌǳ¦À¢ȆǿÂƨȈǫȐƻ¢Ãǂƻ¢ƨǴǠǳÂ ¹ǂǨƬǈƫ
ĿÂ¨ȂȀººǌǴǳƾººƦǠǳƢǯƢººȀǴǯÃȂººǬǳ¦©°ƢººǏÂ¼Ȑººƻȋ¦ƪǴȀººǇƪǨǠººǓ¦¯¤ÂƪǨǠººǓǦǠººǓ¦¯ƜººǧǲººǬǠǳ¦ƢººȀȇȂǬȇÂ ƨȈƦººǐǠǳ¦
Ƣǿ®ƢȈǫ
¨Śºưǯ©ƢºǯǂƷ°¦ǂºǰƫń¤«ƢºƬƸȈǧǾºȈǧƾºȈǳȂƬǳ¦¨®ƢºǷǚºǴǣÅƢºǈƥƢȇ>U@ǾºƳ¦ǄǷÀȂǯǞǷ¸ƢǸŪ¦ŚưǯǂƟƢǘǳ¦ÀȂǯĿƨǴǠǳ¦
Ãǂƻ¢ƨǯǂŞȏ¤¸ƢǘǼȇȏňƢưǳ¦ÂƢȀǼǷÅ¦Śǈȇ ǄƳƨǠǧ®ǲǯĿ¹ǂǨƬǈȇÀ¢±ȂŹÂ¹¦ǂǨƬǇȏ¦ń¤¸ƢǘǼȇÂśǴƬǳ
¸ƢǸŪ¦ǶƬȇǺȇǀđÂƢŮ¦ƾƬǟ¦ÂǾƬƥȂǗ°¨Śưǯ
 ÂǾƫ°¦ǂƷ¨ȂǬǧ¸ƢǸŪ¦Śưǯ²ƢǼǳ¦ǺǷǂǠǋȋ¦À¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
¨®ƢººǷǲººǴƸƬƫȏ¦ǀººȀǴǧǲººȈǴǫȄǴǨººǈǳ¦ǶȀƟƢººǔǟȋǶŮƢǸǠƬººǇ¦À¢ǲººǫǺººǷ¸ƢººǸŪ¦¦ÂǂººưǯǂƟƢººǘǳ¦²ƢººǼƳ¢Â«ǂººǠǳ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
¸ƢǸŪƢƥ¹¦ǂǨƬǇȏ¦ń¤«ƢƬƸƬǧƨǯǂūƢƥǶȀǼǷƾȈǳȂƬǳ¦
ƤººǈƬǰƫƢº đÂ¨ǂººǏƢƦǳ¦¨ȂººǬǳ¦¨®ƢººǷ¬Âǂººǳ¦ÂǶȀǼººǷ¬Âǂººǳ¦ǲººǴƸƬǧǶǿ°Ƣººǐƥ¢ǦǠººǔƫ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ÀÂǂººưǰȇǺȇǀººǳ¦À¢ĿƨººǴǠǳ¦
ƢȀƳ¦ǄǷĿ¨°¦ǂƷśǠǳ¦
ƢǿƾǬǨȇ¸ƢǸŪ¦Â¬Âǂǳ¦ǞȈǸŪ¦ƨǳ¡ÀȋÀƢǰŭ¦ĿǮȇǂƸƬǳ¦¨ȂǫÂƢǿǂǇƘƥ²¦Ȃū¦ǦǠǔȇ¸ƢǸŪ¦ƨǴǸŪƢƥÂ
ǾƬƼǈǻƢǷǾǼǷ¾ȂǬǼŭ¦ǲǏȋ¦Ŀ
ǖŬ¦ŚǤƥǪƸǴǷÃǂƻ¢ƨƼǈǻĿƪȇ¢°>Y@
ƤºȈǴū¦őºǴǳ¦ĿǞºǬǻ¦¯¤ƾºȈŪ¦ǂºǸƬǳ¦Â¼ǂǠŭ¦ƤǗǂǳ¦Â±Ȃŭ¦ÂśƬǳ¦ÂƲȈǔǼǳ¦ȂǴū¦ƤǼǠǳ¦ÂȂǴū¦ƺȈǘƦǳ¦¸ƢǸŪ¦ĿƾȇǄȇƢǷÂ
 ƨǼǸǈŭ¦¦ǂǨǳ¦ÂǂǬƦǳ¦őǴƥƨǈȇǂŮ¦Â«ƢƥƾȈǨǇ¤ǺǸǈŭ¦«ƢƳƾǳ¦ÂǖƦǳ¦Â¦ǂǨǳ¦Â


¨ȂȀǌǳ¦ȆǧƾȇǄƫÀȂǳƨǨǏ
ÀƢºǯÀ¤ÂǲǸǠƬºǈȇÂřºǏ°¦®Ƕºǿ¦°®ƨºƯȐƯÂµȂºǓǂǷǎºŧǦºǯǞºǷƺƦºǘȇÂǲºǐǨȇƨºǼȈũŚǧƢǐǟÂ«ÂǂǧÂśũǶū

ǢȈǴƥȂȀǧǲȈƳ°ƢǻƨǠǘǫǾǠǷ



¨Ȃǫ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǲǴŢ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ǾƥÂ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
ÀƢũŚǧƢǐǟÂ¬ǂǧÂ«ÂǂǧÂśũǶū
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ƨưǴƯÂ¶ȂǘƼŭ¦ĿÂƶȈƸǐƫ
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¨ȂȀǌǳ¦¶ǂǨǷ¸ƢǸƴǳƢƥ¯¦ǀƬǳȏ¦ƾȇƾǋ¾¦Ǆǻȍ¦ǞȇǂǇÀƢǈǻȍ¦ǂȈǐȇ ¦Â®ƨǨǏ
Ǻǿ®ǺǷǶǿ¦°®ƨƯȐƯǞǷÅƢŷ°®ÀÂǂǌǟǾƟƢǷǺǷ§ǂǌȇÂ¢ǂȀƬȇŕƷ

ÅƢǼǈƷÅƢƼƦǗƾȈƳ ȐǘƥƺƦǘȇÂ¼ƾȇƮȇƾƷǶǘƥ
ÅƢǔȇ¢ǶǘƦǳ¦ǲǯƘȇÂ±ȂǴǳ¦
¨°¦ǂƷŚưȇȏǢȈǴƥǾǻƜǧ>U@Ǯǈū¦¼Ȃ Ǡǳ§ǂǋÂ
°ȂǬǼǬǈǳ¦ƶǴǷƢȀȈǴǟǂưǻ¦¯¤ǒȈƦǳ¦¨ǂǨǏÂ¨°ƢƷǲƥ¦ȂƫŚǣǺǷ ȐǫƢƦǳ¦ÂǎǸū¦ǞǷ¼ȂǫƾǷǲǸū¦ǶūÂ
ȄǈŢ¦¯¤ƶǴǷÂ®ȂǇ¢ǲǨǴǧǞǷƪǇŚǸǈǳ¦ǒȈƦǳ¦Â
°ȂǬǼǬǈǳ¦ƶǴŠƨǈȇǂŮ¦Â

ǾºƥǲºǠǨȇÀ¢ǾºȈǨǰȇǺºǷǶȀǼºǷÂǮºǳ¯ǂºƯ¤ƶǰǼºȈǧǞºƳǂȇǺǷ ȏƚǿǺǷÂ¦ȂƸǰǼȇÀ¢ń¤ÀȂǫƢƬǌȇÀ¦ǂǯǀǳ¦ǒǠƥÀ¢ĿƨǴǠǳ¦
ƨººƦƄÂ¢¸ƢººƦǘǳƢƥÂǄǧƢººūƢººǷ¤ÀȂººǰƫ¨ȂȀººǌǳ¦Â¨ǂƻƘººƬǷ¨ǀººǳÂƨººǷƾǬƬǷ¨ȂȀººǋÀƢƠȈººǋƾººƳȂȇ¸ƢººǸŪ¦ĿÀȋ§¦Ȃº Ū¦ƤººǈƷ
Ǻȇǀºǳ¦ÂǽŚºǤƥǲºǟƢǨǳ¦ȂºǿÀȂºǰȇÀƘºƥǞƦǘǳƢºƥǮºǳ¯ǲºǠǨȇǾǻƜǧ¨®¦°ȍƢƥȏǞƦǘǳƢƥ¨ȂȀǌǳ¦ÀȂǰȇÄǀǳ¦ǲƳǂǳƢǧ¨ǀǴǳÀƢǈǻȍ¦
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English text
[149v] In the name of God, Most Gracious and Most Merciful
‘Īsā b. Māssa treatise on coitus and everything concerning it
The benefits of having sex are plentiful: lightening the body, purging
humours, appeasing the temperament and producing offspring. By contrast, the
damages brought about by the abuse of its practice are: the weakening of eyesight,
the deterioration of virility, the alteration of the colour and the undermining of
strength and life expectancy.
The best time to have sexual intercourse is when one feels the necessity
of it and the body is neither full nor empty at daybreak, after doing moderate
exercises to warm up and strengthen the body. The practice of sex suits those
who feel a great sexual appetite and those who are of hot and humid temperament
and those are young; however, it should be avoided by the elderly, or by those
with weak eyesight, who are afflicted by cold in the stomach and internal
organs, or by those who have not used to, or by those with biliary diseases,
facial paralysis or poor humoral complexion. Sexual intercourse is preferable in
spring to summer time, and during winter, particularly at night time, whenever
it is desired.
[150r] Things that enhance coitus are: seasonal drinks that cleanse the body
and the ingestion of hot or humid food, or both. These foods can be soups29,
omelettes, launaea30, germinated seeds, poultry, rice cooked with milk, mint,
watercress, chickpeas, light wine, clear and aromatized and, as a dessert, Syrian
apples and very thin-skinned pomegranates. The moderate use of baths and of
aphrodisiac foods and drugs is advisable. Anything contrary to this weakens
intercourse.
The reason why men who practice coitus and those who have died direct
their eyes upwards while those who sleep direct their eyes downwards is because,
in the first two cases the brain, which is the source of eyesight, is dried out
while, in the third case, sleep refreshes and fills it, just as humidity relaxes the
nerves and dryness contracts them.
The reason why men who engage in sex very often, as well as those who
are neutered and do not practice it, get their eyesight weakened is due in both
cases to complete lack of energy: the former by dryness and the latter [150v]
by coldness and lack of heat.

29
30

Soup made of broth and small pieces of meat, spinach, flour, vinegar and other condiments.
Zollikoferia arabica Boiss.
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The reason why man differs from other animals is because it grows pubic
hair when he reaches sexual maturity; that is when heat begins and balances
the skin in all four qualities. As for the rest of the animals, there are some that
do not grow hair at all because of the hardness of their skin, such as fish and
other animals; and among the other animals there are those who have other
features that are more important than hair, such as horns and spurs, as usual
among their peers.
The reason why walking barefoot reduces coitus is because the soles of
the feet, just as the vagina and the penis, are connected by nerves, so that
when feet get cold, pain is caused as the result of this cold, and that pain is
transmitted to the other organs through the nerves, thus weakening the strength
and diminishing sexual desire.
The reason why man weakens more than animals during intercourse is
because the heat, the moisture and the energy of his humoral balance fall lower
than in other beings due to the thinness of his skin, that facilitates the exit of
these substances, while the energy of the rest of the animals [151r] is thick,
just as their humoral complexion and skin.
The reason why semen ejaculation occurs during intercourse and at the time
when the members contract is due to dryness: first because of dilatation and
later because of contraction. All that is produced by the spasmodic movement,
which makes the ducts become dilated and then compressed.
The reason why sexual intercourse is beneficial to lustful people is
because the harmful humours that are the cause of lust are expelled and that
is good for them. As for those who are not lustful the practice of intercourse
is harmful because it makes them expel everything they have inside and that
disfavours them.
The reason why it is easier to practice coitus before meals rather than
after them is due to the narrowing of the sexual organ when the body is filled
with food, so that this hinders the release (of semen). It is for this reason that,
when the bladder is full, intercourse is carried with difficulty.
The reason why men who ride on animals have greater sexual power than
those who do not is because the friction that occurs during the ride warms up
the genitals, and this helps to digest the humours that are in these organs, taking
out these humours and enhancing sexual desire.
[151v] The reason why the breath and the skin of children are more fragrant
and pleasant before puberty than after, just as it happens to girls who have not
reached it, is because the heat in them is greater, and this heat helps to better
digest food, so that their excrements are more balanced and, therefore, the
smell is better. But as they get older, heat decreases and weakens the digestive
process, so that faeces worsen and the smell becomes unpleasant and disgusting.
The same happens to odour of the armpits and all other body parts that are
equated with them. Sexual intercourse also increases bodily odours because it
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releases the pleasant and good humours of food, even the most rewarding; as
for underarm odour and that of the pubic area become more evident because of
the fragile skin that covers these two areas; it also happens to the feet of those
hot-tempered people that, as a result of having made a great effort, perspire
extraordinarily.
The reason why men, despite their having warmer humoral complexion
than fish, can not have sexual relations in the water while fish can is because
when cold comes close to the area where the semen is produced, making it get
thick and cold by reducing its natural warmth. By contrast, water is the ideal
[152r] means for fish, as the coldness of the water does not affect them and,
hence, they practice intercourse in the water. The pleasure produced by sexual
practice comes as a consequence of the selection of thick waste through the
contact, and the resulting joy after coitus is due to the elimination of these thick
wastes and of flatulence, both of them being harmful.
The reason why intercourse makes some phlegmatic diseases disappear and
increases others is because there is hot phlegm; just as there is salty phlegm, there
is also cold phlegm. Intercourse helps expel the hot phlegm, but the opposite
happens with cold ones, so that with intercourse body warmth diminishes when
it comes out through perspiration.
The reason why intercourse produces constipation is because heat takes
hold of the body and consequently absorbs the humidity of the faeces that are
kept in the belly and the intestines, making waste dry out and causing abundant
urine flow.
The reason why intercourse intensely cools the guts and the sexual organs
is because these are organs of the nervous type and, as such, they are cold by
nature and are only heated by warmth and humidity. Therefore, when these
organs are emptied, [152v] cold increases.
The reason why intercourse causes hair loss from the head and eyelashes,
though it intensifies the hair in the beard and in the rest of the body, is because
in the first case, hair is generated by the nature heat, and this heat diminishes
when practicing coitus because it is expelled from the body. Instead, in the
second case, the inner heat boots hair generation in the rest of the body, so
that it becomes more abundant with intercourse, especially in those organs of
the nervous type, since by their nature, these have little warmth and, while sex
takes place, this further decreases this natural heat, boosting the warmth they
do not have by nature.
The reason why men with a bladder full of urine have an intensive erection,
even if the ejaculation is slowed down, is because the bladder pushes the penis
and, with this action, sexual excitement takes place, so that the ejaculation ducts
narrow and this causes the slowdown.
The reason why men gets excited when recalling past intercourse is due
to the fact that, when feeling something pleasant and agreeable, the senses
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instantly send the energy that causes the member to rise from its place, to stir
and to get stiff. Thus, [153r] we can make use of this restlessness of the mind
to awaken the sexual organ and draw the deepest that is in it, thus completing
the erection. By the same token, as soon as we feel some pain, the stirring of
nerves takes place, just as when our mouth waters as we remember something
pleasant. Besides, when we hear conversations about sex or see some kind of
image, nature sends the energy of motion to the sexual organs, and they act
together with that energy, thereby filling the tip of the penis, which becomes
erect and facilitates the passage of sperm.
The reason why penis gains weight during the erection is because it is
full of air and air is lightweight, but when the veins get tense and filled with
blood, that increases the weight of the penis.
The reason why men have a greater desire to have sexual intercourse during
summer and women in the winter is because in the summer the heat comes out
and the male reproductive organs are on the outside; during winter this heat
goes back into the body. By contrast, being internal, the female reproductive
organs intensify their sexual desire [153v] when heat increases. With regard
to hot countries, the situation is reversed, because during the summer desire
increases in men, who by nature have hot and dry temperament due to their
heat and dryness, so that their energy is weakened and their semen dries out.
Conversely, winter balances men’s heat and dryness, making the amount of
semen and innate energy increase in them, while women, instead, are more
balanced in the summer.
The reason why some men prefer to penetrate other men, just as there
are others who prefer to be penetrated, or who like both ways, is because
sexual appetite has its origin partly in nature and partly in person’s will. Thus,
in the first case, that is, when its origin is natural, men want to penetrate
other men; however, those who by nature have a weak sexual appetite, become
aroused through the will, so that sexual desire gets hold of them when they hear
conversations dealing with this or they see how others have sex with them or
with others, and this is how they satisfy and put an end to their sexual drive.
As for those who indulge in both ways, they are in an intermediate position. It
is often observed that men who have the custom of being penetrated is because
they were used [154r] to this habit from adolescence this has become natural in
them. The first case concerns men in whom heat and humidity predominate; in
the second case, cold controls them, as it happens to women and in the third,
it concerns men who are at an intermediate point.
The reason why some people make use of the pleasures of all the senses
and intercourse is a clear manifestation of pleasure, and they are not ashamed of
each other when they eat, drink, see, smell and hear, however, they are ashamed
of one another when they practice coitus, this is so because all passions make
you lose the use of reason, and reason is precisely the image of the human
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being. For this reason, people do not want to do it before others, so as not to
be seen in that state of mental deformation. As for the passions that do not stun
the mind, there is no need to be separated from the others, so they do not hide
from each other when they do it. For this reason, we see that the drunkards
hide, and when people see them, they ridicule them.
In some men, in whose reproductive organs heat and moisture dominate,
can not manage without coitus. This is because, [154v] if they are deprived of
it, they suffer great harm, so that, when these bodily humours increase, they
rot and generate many diseases, and spoil the bodily humours and the spirit.
There are some men who suffer from black bile; even though cold and
dryness dominate in them and it is generated by the heat and humidity, they
feel a stronger desire to have sex; this is so because the black bile produces
intense flatulence and swelling, which, in their aim to get out, they arouse
sexual desire; once they are out, men are freed of sexual desire. Therefore, once
emptied, the bodies of those suffering from black bile relax with the release of
these residues and their characters become compliant, since the vapours in the
body, when rising, make the spirit sad and dark.
A further reason is of moral nature, since, when sexual desire wins and
the mind obeys it and is dragged before it, the nerves are weakened. This is so
because what excites and strengthens the nerves is the mind, and if the mind
weakens, they all do, and if the nerves waver, morality is neglected and all
forces become slaves and servants under the control of sexual desire.
The reason why birds frequently practice coitus, even though their
temperament [155r] is dry and the composition of their reproductive substance
is thick, it is because they need to repeat and move very much to soften it and
thus be able to ejaculate, managing to empty with each push a small portion of
the semen. The second time can only ejaculate with another movement.
The reason why hairy people frequently have sex is due to the intensity of
their heat, the large amount of moisture they have and the balance that exists
between the two fluids. This leads to the final consummation.
The reason why the lame people and some species of birds are so prone
to sexual activity is because they rarely use their lower extremities, so that
their reproductive substance is not dissolved with movement, and they need to
expel it through intercourse.
The reason why men who often practice coitus get their eyesight weakened
is because of the wastage of energy, and energy is the fundamental substance
of visual capacity and, thanks to it, the eyes are not hot tempered.
In summary, intercourse weakens all the senses and also weakens the
strength to move because it is the source of all energy, and intercourse is the
cause of its loss.
It is a copy of the original.
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[155v] I’ve seen in another copy an annex with a different font.
Things that enhance intercourse are the sweet melon, sweet fresh grapes,
figs, bananas, ripe dates, veined dates, good-quality dates if they are dipped in
fresh milk, chicks, ducks, fattened chicken cooked in soup, harīsa31 with cow
milk and the greasy chicks.
Recipe to increase sexual appetite

Ingredients: meat from fattened chicken, chicks or fat birds.
The meat is cut into pieces and stewed with a handful of mashed chickpeas
and seasoned with three dirhams32 of Chinese cinnamon; you should then eat this.
You can also add to the stew a piece of coconut. It is a very effective recipe.
Recipes that are particularly suitable for man to stimulate a rapid ejaculation,
producing intense pleasure during intercourse and great sexual desire

*

*
*
*
*

Take fresh terebinth, pound it well and cook it with lamb until everything
becomes yellow; drink an amount of twenty dirhams from this broth which
should also be mixed with three dirhams of almonds; you can also eat the
terebinth.
Drinking a syrup made of thistle [156r] is very effective and produces no
heat.
Lamb meat, mashed with chickpeas and beans, without spicy condiments,
mixed with egg yolk and seasoned with skink salt33.
Sipping soft-boiled eggs, seasoned with black pepper and salt.
And, finally, the harīsa with the skink salt.

There are some men who have preference for anal penetration; among
these, there are some who repeat the experience because it produced sexual
arousal in them, and there are other men for whom it is enough to be used by
others only as a response. This is due to the fact that sexual intercourse has
two phases: initial desire and final pleasure. Desire is produced by a stimulus,
either out of habit or by the inclination people have to pleasure. The man who
feels sexual desire by nature and not by his willingness will have sex out of
habit and will take the initiative with others; conversely, those whose sexual
It is a dish made from boiled wheat and beef.
It is a unit of weight equivalent to 2.97g.
33 This must be the Scincus scincus or similar species: a reptile that lives in the sands of the
deserts of the Middle East and Africa very much appreciated, apparently, for its aphrodisiac properties.
This animal is hunted and sold dry or put in oil or alcohol in the souks of Arab cities. The one let
to dry, is pulverized to the form of salt and is used to flavour dishes ideally suited to enhance virility
(see Dioscórides 2006: 150; Ibn al-Bayṭār 2001/1422: vol. II, 27–9).
31
32
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desire is conditioned to their willingness and do not seek pleasure by natural
instinct will not follow the custom because their organs do not help them do
it (that way), since they lack the stimulation that encourages them to do so,
and, therefore, they must always do it by through visual stimuli or other kinds
of stimuli that may stir desire. As for those whose power to be stimulated
is poor, they generally seek pleasure by letting someone else do it for them
[156v], either as active agents or as passive agents. Those who have sex this
way usually have a later ejaculation than those who do it out of habit. The
man who has these habits is of effeminate nature and his genitals are by nature
cold, especially if he is used to it since adolescence, either by his own sexual
desire or by another man who causes him to do so, except in the case that it
is a natural habit, particularly when his nature is lustful or effeminate.

Conclusions
This is the edition and translation of Kitāb al-Ǧimāʿ by ʿĪsā b. Māssah
al-Baṣrī. As we can see, there is a small medical treatise that was written with
the aim mainly to express the reactions of the human body when it feels sexual
desire, and whose fundamental base is observation. So, as it is a work written
in the ninth century, we face one of the first specific medical compositions
performed in the Muslim period, whose subject is sexuality.
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